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G4
QUAD GATE / DUCKER / EXPANDER

OPERATORS MANUAL

WEAR PARTS: This product contains no wear parts.

Quick Start
If you read just one page of a manual this year, it should be this one.
If you are not familiar with the operation of Gates, Duckers and Expanders, see the Operation section on page Manual-4  for a 

good tutorial. For those of you familiar with their operation, this quick start should help you get up and going fast.

Basic Gating: The G4 allows complete Gate envelope control: Threshold, Attack, Release and Hold. Side-chain metering accu-
rately and consistently indicates where the key signal is relative to the Threshold (dBr). 
A good starting procedure is as follows:

1. Select the GATE mode and set for BYPASS.
2. Select side-chain key source for INTernal or EXTernal as required.
3. Set ATTACK to 0 ms, RELEASE for 250 ms, HOLD for 125 ms and DEPTH for 20 dB.
4. Select side-chain LISTEN.
5. Listen to the key signal and adjust the LOW-CUT and HIGH-CUT filters to respond only to frequencies of interest.
6. Watch the SIDE-CHAIN meter and adjust the THRESHOLD until the yellow TH indicator lights at the desired level.
7. Set the side-chain from LISTEN to NORMAL and the BYPASS to ACTIVE.

Basic ducking: As with the gate, the G4 provides complete Ducking envelope control. Figure 5 on page Manual-6 graphs the 
response. A good starting procedure is as follows:

1. Select the DUCK mode and set for BYPASS
2. Select side-chain key source for EXTernal. Ducking always uses an external side-chain key input.
3. Set ATTACK to 0 ms, RELEASE for 1 second, HOLD for 3 seconds and DEPTH for 20 dB.
4. Select side-chain LISTEN.
5. Listen to the key signal and adjust the LOW-CUT and HIGH-CUT filters to respond only to frequencies of interest.
6. Watch the SIDE-CHAIN meter and adjust the THRESHOLD until the yellow TH indicator lights at the desired level.
7. Set the side-chain from LISTEN to NORMAL and the BYPASS to ACTIVE.

Basic Expander: Expander operation is similar to that of the Gate, with two important control differences:
• The HOLD control is not active in EXPand mode.
• The RATIO control is used in place of the DEPTH control.
1. Select the EXPand mode and set for BYPASS.
2. Select side-chain key source for INTernal or EXTernal as required.
3. Set ATTACK to 100 ms, RELEASE for 500 ms, RATIO for 3:1.
4. Select side-chain LISTEN.
5. Listen to the key signal and adjust the LOW-CUT and HIGH-CUT filters to respond only to frequencies of interest.
6. Watch the SIDE-CHAIN meter and adjust the THRESHOLD until the yellow TH indicator lights at the desired level.
7. Set the side-chain from LISTEN to NORMAL and the BYPASS to ACTIVE.
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Active / Bypass switch

The Active / Bypass switch bypasses or activates dynamics 
processing for each channel. Side-chain metering and Listen 
continue to operate in Bypass. Bypass switches remain indepen-
dent in Link mode.

Gate / Duck / Expand mode switch

The G4 has three modes of operation: Gate, Ducker or 
downward Expander. See the Operation section on page 
Manual-4 for operation details of each mode.

Threshold

In Gate mode, THRESHOLD sets the key level below 
which the Gate is closed.

In Expand mode, THRESHOLD sets the key level below 
which downward expansion takes place.

In Duck mode, THRESHOLD sets the key level above 
which the signal is ducked.

Attack

In Gate mode, ATTACK determines how quickly the Gate 
opens when the key signal goes above the set threshold.

In Expand mode, ATTACK determines the rate of gain in-
crease as the key signal moves toward or above the set threshold.

In Duck mode, ATTACK determines how quickly the 
signal is ducked as the key signal goes above threshold.

Front Panel Controls
Meters

The  eleven-segment SIDE-CHAIN signal meter indicates 
level relative to the Threshold (dBr), allowing easy and intuitive 
adjustment of the Gate threshold. The Threshold indicator TH 
is lit whenever the filtered side-chain signal is at or above the 
set threshold. The signal peak value is held briefly to assist in 
setting a proper threshold.

Meter ballistics follow the response of the side-chain detec-
tor. Gate and Duck modes use peak detection with instanta-
neous attack and 25 ms decay. Expand mode uses rms detection 
with an averaging time constant of 50 ms. 

Gate status is shown using a seven-segment gain reduction/
gate meter. This meter is effectively an expanded version of the 
simple “stop light” meter found on many gates. The inclusion 
of gain reduction metering allows the user to view the transi-
tion progress of the Gate and Ducker as well as the current gain 
reduction when in Expand mode. The CLOSED LED is not ac-
tive in Expand mode. The response of the gain reduction meter 
accurately follows the Attack/Hold/Release envelope.

With this combined metering system it is possible to see at a 
glance where the signal level is in relation to the threshold, and 
the amount of gain reduction being applied.

Stereo Link

Channels 1 and 2 may be Linked for stereo operation, as 
may channels 3 and 4. Channels 1 and 3 act as the Master 
when Linked, with channels 2 and 4 operating as Slaves to their 
respective Masters. When Linked, only the Master’s rotary 
controls and mode select switch are active. The Master controls 
the gain reduction of both channels.

Gate and Duck modes use look-ahead peak detection and 
the Master uses the larger of the two processed signals. In 
downward Expand mode, rms detection is used and the master 
uses the rms sum of the filtered side-chain signals. 

Side-chain bypass, Internal/External and Listen switches 
remain independent when channels are Linked. To trigger from 
only one key input, set the key source (INT/EXT) of the signal 
you wish to ignore to EXTernal and leave the rear panel side-
chain input disconnected.
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Release

In Gate mode, the RELEASE setting determines how 
quickly the Gate closes (gain decrease) as the key signal drops 
below threshold.

In Expand mode, the RELEASE setting determines how 
quickly the signal is turned down as the key signal moves below 
threshold.

In Duck mode, the RELEASE setting determines how 
quickly the signal is ramped up when the key signal drops 
below threshold.

Hold

In Gate mode, the HOLD time determines how long the 
Gate remains open after the key signal drops below threshold.

In Duck mode, the HOLD time determines how long the 
signal remains ducked when the key input drops below thresh-
old.

The HOLD time is reasserted whenever the peak signal 
moves above the Gate or Duck threshold.

The HOLD control has no effect in Expand mode.

Depth / Ratio

In Gate mode, the DEPTH control determines how many 
dB the signal is attenuated when the key input is at or below 
threshold. The RATIO control has no effect in Gate mode.

In Duck mode, the DEPTH control determines how many 
dB the signal is attenuated (ducked) when the key input is at or 
above threshold. The RATIO control has no effect in Duck mode.

In Expand mode, the RATIO control indicates the ratio 
of output change to input change when the key signal is at or 
below threshold. For example, with a ratio of 4:1, the output 
level decreases 4 dB for every 1 dB the key signal moves below 
threshold. The DEPTH control has no effect in Expand mode.

Side-Chain Key Sources: Internal / External

The INTernal / EXTernal switch determines the source of 
the side-chain key signal.

When set to INT, the channel input is the source. When 
set to EXT, the side-chain input jack is the source. Side-chain 
source switches remain independent in Link mode.

Side-Chain: Normal / Listen
The NORMAL / LISTEN switch allows the user to listen 

to the filtered side-chain key signal. When set to LISTEN, the 
filtered side-chain key signal is routed to the output. Listening 
to the filtered key signal assists in adjusting the side-chain filter. 
When set to NORMAL , the main processed audio signal is 
routed to the output jack. Side-chain Listen switches remain 
independent in Link mode.

Side-Chain: Low-Cut and High Cut

The side-chain, 12 dB/octave Butterworth LOW-CUT and 
HIGH-CUT filters are used to limit the detector’s response 
to a particular range of frequencies, thereby minimizing false 
triggering.

These filters are only applied to the side-chain. They do 
not affect the main output (unless you accidentally leave the 
LISTEN switch engaged).

Side-chain filtering is advantageous in virtually all dynam-
ics control applications. For example: 
•   Adjust the HIGH-CUT filter to tune out the mic bleed from 

the snare drum or cymbals when gating a kick drum or tom 
mic. Similarly, adjust the LOW-CUT filter to tune out the 
kick drum when gating a snare mic.

•   Adjust the LOW-CUT filter to eliminate background noise 
(a low frequency air conditioner, for example) when using a 
speech microphone to duck music. The filtered signal is less 
likely to false trigger, while the detector remains sensitive to 
voice signals.
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Operation
The G4 has 3 modes: Gate, Ducker or downward Expander.

Side-chain Detector
The side-chain detector compares a  reference signal, com-

monly referred to as the key signal, to the Threshold in order 
to determine the response of the Gate/Ducker/Expander. This 
reference signal may be a version of the main input (Internal 
side-chain) or another signal altogether (using the External side-
chain inputs).

Two types of detection are used in the G4:
•   Peak detection is used in Gate and Duck modes to accurately 

capture and reproduce transients.
•   True rms detection with a fixed 35 ms averaging time con-

stant is used in Expand mode. 
The look ahead detector works as follows: the main signal is 

delayed, while the side-chain signal is not delayed. This delay is 
extremely short (a few millionths of a second) and can’t be heard. 
The G4 examines the signal in advance and determine the ap-
propriate response before an event (see Figures 2 and 3). This 
action allows the Gate and Ducker to turn on before a transient 
occurs. Pre-ramping the signal allows the main signal to be 
gated-on as the signal reaches the threshold.

Look ahead pre-ramping serves two purposes: 
•   Leading edge wave shape is preserved above 1 kHz (see 

Figure 2). 
•   It is possible to tighten up the sound of frequencies below 

1 kHz without the annoying click resulting from deep gate 
depth, high threshold and instantaneous attack settings (see 
Figure 3).

Gate Mode
A Gate operates by turning a signal down a fixed number 

of dB (known as depth) when the key signal drops below a set 
threshold.

Figure 1 shows the waveform and envelope of a gated signal. 
The leading edge of the envelope is the attack time (0 to 250 
ms). The hold time (0 to 3 seconds) determines how long the 
gate remains open after the signal goes below the set threshold. 
The release rate (25 ms to 2 seconds) determines how rapidly 
the Gate closes after the hold time has expired.

The attack setting is equal to 3 time constants, or the time 
it takes to reach 95% of the final value. Because the attack is a 
time constant, it takes the same period of time to reach 95 % 
of final value regardless of the Gate depth. This means the Gate 
will open in the same period of time from a depth of 80 dB or 
6 dB.

The minimum hold time is 25 ms and is based on two 
parameters:
•   The peak detector uses instantaneous attack and a fixed  

25 ms hold. This prevents cycle-to-cycle “chatter” at low 
frequencies. 

•   The hold time after detection is adjustable from 0 ms to 3 
seconds, giving a minimum hold time of 25 ms and a maxi-
mum hold time of 3.025 seconds.
The release rate is in dB/sec. The front panel setting refers 

to the length of time it takes to ramp 10 dB. If the release rate is 
set to 250 ms, then it takes: 250 ms to ramp 10 dB, 125 ms to 
ramp 5 dB and 2 seconds to ramp 80 dB.

Gating Uses 
1. To reduce microphone bleed, handling noise, electrical 

hum or incidental back ground noise. Microphones continue to 
pick up extraneous noise even when the intended signal is not 
present. A Gate effectively closes the microphone in the absence 
of the expected signal. Side-chain filters further help identify 
intended versus extraneous content by limiting the frequency 
response to the frequencies of interest. 

Example uses
•   Clean up bleed between drum microphones
•   Automatically gate speech microphones on/off
•   Silence noisy guitar amps between songs.

2. To modify the sound of an instrument. To soften the 
sound, use a longer attack, lower threshold and/or reduced 
depth. To tighten up the sound, use a shorter attack, higher 
threshold and/or increased depth.

Example uses
•   Fast attack settings tighten the sound of a drum or percus-

sion instrument.
•   Short hold and fast release times give that ultra-cool 80’s Phil 

Collins drum sound. 
3. To synchronize two sounds. Use the external side-chain 

inputs to key one input based on an a secondary input. 
Example uses

•   Attach a piezo transducer to a drum and use it as an external 
side-chain input to accurately gate the drum mic on and off.

Figure �: Gate Envelope
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Figure �: Look ahead pre- ramping (� kHz signal)
In the above waveform, the side-chain Gate threshold equals 

the peak sine wave value (first vertical marker). The main input 
signal (yellow trace) is delayed a few microseconds. At 3 kHz, 
the exponential look-ahead ramp guarantees the first cycle is 
fully gated on as it reaches the threshold level (second vertical 
marker). The look ahead and analog converter delays give a total 
propagation delay though the G4 of 1.62 ms, an imperceptible 
amount.

Expand Mode
The basic objective of expansion is the same as gating: ex-

pand the dynamic range of a signal by reducing the noise floor. 
However, an expander provides a more subtle response than a 
gate in applications requiring smooth, natural decay. It works by 
controlling the ratio of output change to input change, in effect 
dynamically modifying gain below a set threshold. For example, 
if the ratio is set to 4:1 then the output decreases 4 dB for every 
1 dB of decrease in input level (See figure 4).

Compared to gating, expansion typically uses a slower attack 
time and longer release time.

Example uses
•   Enhance the long, gradual decay of a piano or guitar.
•   Use an expander on a quiet vocalist to reduce stage noise 

between passages.

Figure �: Look ahead pre-ramping (�00 Hz signal)
At 500 Hz the exponential pre-ramp ensures that the first 

cycle is properly gated on. Look ahead pre-ramping produces a 
more natural leading edge to the wave form, tightening up the 
sound without the harsh click that occurs with an instantaneous 
rise time.

Figure �: Gate vs. Expander
The above graph shows the difference between Gate and 

Expander operation. The solid red trace shows the side-chain 
input.

Gate: The green long-dash trace shows the operation of a 
Gate. The Gate attenuates the signal by a fixed number of dB 
when the signal is below threshold. The response is adjustable 
over a wide range using Attack, Release and Hold controls. It 
is possible to achieve natural decay with string instruments by 
setting the release for slow ramp down. Fast attack, quick release 
and deep depth settings can be used to change the character of 
drums or other percussion instruments.

Expander: The blue short-dash trace shows downward ex-
pansion with a ratio of 2:1. The signal is turned down gradually, 
resulting in lower noise in the absence of signal while allowing 
natural signal decay. Downward expansion generally uses a Re-
lease time of about 500 ms to 1 second and an Attack setting of 
100 ms to 500 ms. The Hold function is not active when using 
the Expander.
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Duck Mode
Ducking reduces the level of a signal by a certain amount 

(the depth) when the side-chain key signal exceeds a set thresh-
old. Ducking is useful for voiceover and instrument solo applica-
tions. 

Example uses
•  Automatically duck music when an announcement is made. 

Connect the music signal to the main input, connect a signal 
from the announcement microphone to the side-chain key 
input. When the announcer speaks, the key input exceeds the 
set threshold, and music is automatically turned down. 

•  Automatically duck the bass by a few dB every time the kick 
drum is hit. Connect the bass to the main input, connect a 
signal from the kick drum to the side-chain key input. Use a 
relatively shallow depth.

In Depth:
Kick Drum Attack Example

The pictures below show the affect of attack time on the 
leading edge of a kick drum. The blue trace shows the Gate input 
signal. The yellow trace shows the Gate output signal. The time 
difference between the two signals represents the total propaga-
tion delay through the Gate. The Gate Threshold is set to about 
80% of the peak value. The Gate Depth is 20 dB.

The first complete cycle of the kick drum defines its sound, as 
subsequent cycles are considerably lower in amplitude. The kick 
drum’s sound is significantly changed if the gate can not accu-
rately capture the first cycle. Look ahead without ramping often 
causes an audible click at fast attack and moderate to extreme 
depth settings. Only look ahead pre-ramping – as done in the 
G4 – accurately reproduces  the 1st cycle of a kick drum without 
adding excessive delay or significantly altering the leading edge.
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Figure �: Ducker
The above graph shows the operation of the Ducker. A 

Ducker works the opposite of a Gate. The signal is attenuated 
when the side-chain key input goes above threshold. In the above 
example, the dashed-line green trace shows the signal being 
ducked. The solid-line red trace shows the external key input. 
The threshold is set at –20 dBu. When the key input goes above 
-20 dBu, the main signal is ducked by an amount set by the 
depth control, in this case around 45 dB.

Note: All applications of ducking use the external side-chain key 
input.
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The first figure shows the response with a 0 ms attack time. The lead-

ing edge is defined by the look-ahead ramping. Note the leading edge 

of the output is almost identical to the input signal. 

The second figure shows the response with a � ms attack.

The slower rise time softens the sound of the leading edge.


